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          How to adjust the font size of text controls (TextFormField) on fill and sign mode.

During Form Preparation we are setting the font size of textFormfield say as (14pt). So

during fill and sign mode font size remains 14pt, can you suggest how to adjust the font size of textFormfield during fill and sign.

Please Find the attached snapshot for your reference.
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                    Entered input text gets truncated after flatterning or print
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Create text field and text widget annotation using JavaScript
	JavaScript PDF form filling library
	Editing PDF form fields - UI
	Create signature field and signature widget annotation using JavaScript

APIs:	UI - FILL_AND_SIGN
	Core.Tools. RedactionCreateTool - enableAutoSizedText()
	UI. Hotkeys - COMMAND_0

Forums:	Adjust Font Size of textFieldBox on Fill & Sign
	How to specify a font family (e.g. ‘Times’) for a form field created by TextFormFieldCreateTool or other tool
	Is it possible to get a cropped data from pdf?
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          Hello @shankarenj

I’m not sure I follow.

You have set the font size to 14pt and you’ve said the size remains 14pt, right? What exactly do you mean by ‘adjust’ then?
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          During Fill & Sign, Is there any provision to change the font size of text field ?

Such that the  input data size will be adjusted( or changed) to make fit inside the provided space.

Please refer snapshot attached in previous comment.

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    TextWidgetAnnotation font size not auto shrink in small form field
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          Hello @shankarenj

You can change the font size of a text widget by using something similar to the following code:

const { annotationManager } = instance.Core;
const annotation = annotationManager.getAnnotationsList()[0];
annotation.font.size = 50;
annotationManager.drawAnnotations({ pageNumber: annotation.PageNumber, majorRedraw: true})
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